The ferromagnetic core of power transformer is susceptible to dc bias and has special nonlinear and hysteretic characteristics under dc-biased magnetization. The dc-biasing magnetization curve of a square laminated core (SLC) can be obtained by dc bias test. The harmonic-balanced finite-element method (HBFEM) combined with the fixed-point technique is used to calculate the dc-biasing magnetic field in the SLC based on the measured dc-biasing magnetization curve. A locally convergent method in harmonic domain is presented to determine the fixed-point reluctivity, which can speed up the convergence of harmonic solution. The dc-biasing magnetic fields are computed by using the basic and dc-biasing magnetization curves respectively. The results indicate the dc-biasing magnetization curve is more reasonable than the basic one in the analysis.
D
C flux and ac flux coexist in the ferromagnetic core when the power transformer works under dc-biased magnetization which leads to the distortion and asymmetry of hysteresis loops. The loss curve of iron core under dc-biased excitation is also different from that under sinusoidal excitation [1] , [2] . Fig. 1 depicts two different hysteresis loops under dc-biased and sinusoidal excitations. and are, respectively, the magnitudes of ac component and the dc component of magnetic flux density. The hysteresis loop is distorted and the ferromagnetic core is saturated due to the dc flux density . As a result, the magnetization curve under dc-biased excitation is different from the basic one.
The fixed-point technique has been used in finite-element analysis of nonlinear magnetic field under sinusoidal excitation [3] . The optimal convergence strategy is discussed in nonlinear eddy current problems [4] , [5] . Two different methods to determine the fixed-point reluctivity are presented in time-stepping FEM, and the convergent performance is discussed in detail [6] , [7] . In this paper, the fixed-point technique is combined with the HBFEM to calculate the dc-biasing magnetic field by means of the measured magnetization curves of SLC under dc-biased magnetization.
II. DC-BIASING MAGNETIZATION CURVE
The magnetization curve can be treated as the locus of vertices of hysteresis loops. Therefore, the hysteresis loops are required to obtain the magnetization curve under dc-biased magnetization. The SLC for dc-biasing experiment is shown in Fig. 2 . The iron core of SLC is made up of grain-oriented silicon steel (30Q140) and entwined by two coils of both 312 turns. The exciting coil is fed by alternating voltage (50 Hz) and used for measurement of no-load exciting current . The search coil is used for measurement of the no-load induced voltage . The dc bias current is applied to the exciting coil by a direct current source. To obtain the dc-biasing hysteresis loops, the measured data are manipulated by
where and are the ac and dc component of the total flux in the magnetic core, respectively. is the cross-sectional area of the core, and is the mean length of the magnetic circuit. Since the dc flux cannot be directly measured experimentally, an iterative method has been proposed in [8] to calculate . First, is calculated by (1) and exciting current can be captured by search coil under a given dc-biasing working condition. Second, an initial value of is assumed. Based on the basic magnetization curve and the total flux (sum of and ), the calculated exciting current is compared with . Finally, is adjusted iteratively until matches with . and can be determined by solving (1)-(3) with the calculated and a series of hysteresis loops under dc-biased magnetization (shown in Fig. 3 ) can be obtained. Consequently the dc-biased -curve [9] can be obtained. Table I field intensity can be calculated by (3) with the given direct current in the exciting coil.
III. FIXED-POINT HARMONIC-BALANCED METHOD
A relationship between magnetic field intensity and magnetic flux density is represented by introducing the fixed-point reluctivity [10] ( 4) where is a constant value. is a magnetization-like quantity which varies nonlinearly with . Therefore, the magnetic field intensity is divided into two parts, the linear part related to and nonlinear part related to . The vector potential equation is used to describe the two-dimensional nonlinear magnetic field by substituting (4) into the Maxwell's equations (5) where is the magnetic vector potential, and is the electric conductivity.
The fixed-point reluctivity determines the convergence of solutions. If is a constant, the harmonic solution converges slowly and even unstably especially when the value of is not selected properly. Actually, can be updated in each iterative step and a fast convergence can be achieved based on the locally convergent method. The local fixed-point reluctivity [6] , [7] can be determined by (6) The periodic variables in the electromagnetic field under dc-biased excitation can be approximated by the Fourier-series with a finite number of harmonics [11] : (7) where can be replaced by current density , vector potential , magnetic flux density , magnetic field intensity , and the magnetization-like quantity . Equation (4) can be rewritten in isotropic material by means of harmonic vector in harmonic domain: (8) in which (9) Each of harmonic vectors , , and has a similar expression with (9). The fixed-point reluctivity can also be expressed in harmonic domain: (10) where and are the harmonic coefficients of the fixedpoint reluctivity, while is the dc component. The fixed-point harmonic-balanced equation can be obtained by substituting (7) and (10) into the weak form of (5) based on Galerkin's method: (11) where , , and the subscripts and represent the node number in finite elements.
is the shape function on node in the finite-element region. is the harmonic form of magnetic vector potential, and is related to harmonic number and called harmonic matrix [11] , [12] .
is related to the reluctivity and can be called fixed-point reluctivity matrix, which has a similar expression with the reluctivity matrix in [12] . is derived from magnetization-like quantity :
The electromagnetic coupling can be considered by, (14) where the subscript means the number of external circuit, and are the harmonic vectors of external input voltage and current density, and represent the coupling matrix and impedance matrix, respectively [12] .
The magnetic field and exciting current can be calculated by solving (11) and (14) together: (15) where , and is related to spatial distribution of . The harmonic vector nonlinearly depends on and hence on . Therefore, (15) can be solved iteratively. In the first step , an initial value is assumed to the vector , and are computed with the given working voltage , , and can be obtained from and the single-valued function , which should be Lipschitz continuous [7] . Consequently, the vector can be updated by and the computational process is performed iteratively. The stopping criterion is defined by (16) where represents all harmonic solutions, including and .
IV. VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION
Due to the structural symmetry of the SLC, 1922 triangular elements and 1014 nodes are used in a quarter of the model shown in Fig. 2 to carry out the harmonic computation.
A. Computational Results and Analysis of the Fixed-Point Harmonic-Balanced Method
The dc-biasing magnetization curve shown in Table I is employed to calculate the dc-biasing magnetic field by the fixedpoint HBFEM. Different harmonics are truncated to calculate the exciting current, which is compared with the measured one in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 indicates the effectiveness of the locally convergent method in adapting the fixed-point reluctivity according to the changes of the flux density. The waveform of flux density is raised under dc-biased excitation. The negative peak value approaches to 2.0 Tesla, which leads to the significant saturation of the ferromagnetic core.
The convergent speed of harmonic solutions in HBFEM depends on the way to update magnetic reluctivity. The conventional method [12] adopts relaxation iterative scheme to renew the reluctivity matrix, thus the harmonic solutions converge slowly. In the fixed-point harmonic-balanced method, the determination of plays an important role in computation. The locally convergent method determines an optimal value of in a local region, which speed up the convergence of harmonic solution significantly.
Eleven harmonics are truncated in both methods to observe the evolution of relative error of harmonic solution in (16). As shown in Fig. 6 , the harmonic solution converges fast in the proposed method, but slowly in the conventional method. It is concluded that solutions in the conventional method requires more iterations to reach convergence. The two methods are compared in detail in Table II . With the same memory requirement, the computational time ( ) in the harmonic-balanced methods depends on truncated harmonic number ( ) and total number of iterations ( ). Compared with the conventional HBFEM, the locally convergent fixed-point method converges fast and reduces the computational time significantly.
B. Discussion on Selection of Magnetization Curve in Computation of dc-biasing magnetic field
The basic magnetization curve is commonly used in computation of dc-biasing magnetic field [13] , [14] . In fact, the magnetization curve under dc-biased excitation differs from the basic one under sinusoidal excitation. Table I shows that the dc-biasing magnetization curve is not symmetric in the first and third quadrant of the coordinate. Therefore, the computational results obtained from the two curves must be different. Exciting current calculated from the two different magnetization curves are compared with the measured ones in Fig. 7 , and the corresponding quantitative comparison is presented in Table III . is the rms value of exciting current. It is obvious that the exciting current is more close to the measured result.
Point in SLC is selected to observe the waveforms of calculated magnetic flux density ( and ) under different dc-biased magnetizations, and Fig. 8 compares the computed results with the measured one.
is the sum of dc component and ac component related to and in (2) respectively. It can be seen that the waveforms of calculated by dc-biasing magnetization curve agrees better with the measured result . The numerical data is listed in detail in Table IV . Compared with , the ac component and the dc component of coincide better with and respectively.
Based on the comparison between computed and measured results in terms of exciting current and magnetic flux density, the numerical results obtained from the dc-biasing magnetization curve are more accurate. It is indicated that the dc-biasing magnetization curve should be adopted in computation of the dc-biasing magnetic field. Unique features of hysteresis loops under dc-biased magnetization indicate that characteristics of magnetization curve have changed when dc and ac flux coexist in laminated core. Asymmetric magnetization curve obtained from dc bias test is compared with the basic magnetization curve. The calculated results obtained from the former are more accurate than that obtained from the latter. The fixed-point technique is introduced in harmonic domain and combined with the HBFEM. The locally optimal scheme determines the fixed-point reluctivity in each iterative step to updates the coefficient matrix efficiently. The proposed method superior to the conventional algorithm shows excellent improvement in speeding up the convergence of harmonic solutions.
